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Abstract 
 

This thesis is part of the result from an explorative venture into understanding 

how saxophone multiphonics can be used as tools for improvisation and 

composition. The focus lies partly on how I found these sounds, personalized 

them and incorporated them into my artistic language, but more importantly, this 

is an attempt of thinking through art by letting the experience gained from making 

creative use of accidental occurrences affect future experience in an open-ended 

artistic process. This is done in two acts, solo-playing and duo-playing. With the 

solo-playing I listen for what these sounds suggest in themselves, and through 

this, create open compositions that are embracing their elusive nature. The duo-

playing searches for sounds within sounds in a sonic map, constructed from a co-

creative artistic process that allows us to zoom in on details, experience deep and 

spectral listening through vertical musical motion. Apart from the written words 

and the compositions, the artistic results consist of several recordings, presented 

and discussed throughout the text together with connected concepts and contexts 

revolving around saxophone multiphonics, composition and improvisation.  
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Preface 

The luxury of being able to spend a longer duration of time exploring and developing one 

specific artistic project is not something easily fitted into one’s everyday life. For the 

opportunity of doing this, within the frames of a master’s degree program, I am very thankful 

to the Royal College of Music in Stockholm. Apart from this gift of time, the facilities, the 

creative environment among the students and the excellent help from its teachers are all 

factors that greatly benefited this project. I also, especially, want to mention the inspiring and 

discussive meetings with my supervisor Klas Nevrin, who always seems to find new angles 

and thought-provoking questions that encourages one to dig deeper.  

 

A large part of this artistic project has been a collaboration with the double bass player 

Vilhelm Bromander. Thank you so much for all your time, engagement, insights and effort! 

 

I also want to thank Christian and Margherita for your help with reading and discussing this 

text.  

 

It should be mentioned that the words in this thesis describe a personal and quite un-objective 

artistic journey, therefore the statements and conclusions presented represents my own 

viewpoint and should not be regarded as facts or absolute truths.   
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1. Setting the stage 

När lyssnandet på musik, det rena lyssnandet på klangerna i sig, försvinner på vägen, genom att bara 

beskriva musik, så försvinner också upplevelsen och förståelsen av musikens innersta väsen. Alla 

våra vedertagna begrepp runt ett symbolspråk, som vi använder i musikanalys, blir lätt ett hinder på 

vägen fram till det ljudande. Att verkligen komma in på insidan av musiken och verkligen lyssna på 

ljudföljder istället för på förhand givna förklaringsmodeller och istället finna den inneboende 

reflektionen – musikens själv – det som bara det klingande materialet kan erbjuda. (Sandell, 

2013:128)  

 

When listening to music, the pure listening to the sounds themselves, disappears along the way, by 

simply describing music, the experience and understanding of the music's innermost essence also 

disappear. All our accepted concepts around a symbolic language, which we use in music analysis, 

easily becomes an obstacle on the way to the sounding. To really get inside the music and really 

listen to the sound sequences instead of pre-given explanatory models and instead find the inherent 

the reflection - the music itself - that which only the sounding material can offer.1 

 

This written thesis is part of the results from an artistic process, its purpose is to describe, 

clarify and contextualize, but by itself it doesn’t tell the whole story. Maybe not even half. 

Words can certainly be useful for constructing narratives that create insights and aids us in the 

act of sharing information, but however hard we try, they can only go so far in describing 

actual artistic work, the (in this case) sounding material. So, as an accompaniment to the text, 

I present a series of recordings, asking you to simultaneously take on the roles as a reader and 

listener. These recordings will sometimes be used to clarify or explain parts of the text, but 

they will mostly serve as sonic waypoints, stable sounding rocks in the flow of words.  

 

We start by listening to Solo-playing 1. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 12 

______________ 

 
1 Sandell, 2013:128, my own translation. 
2 This is the first of six notated compositions presented throughout the text from the solo-playing part of the 

project, all recorded the 8/4-21 at KMH. They serve as a tool for finding a space in between composition and 

improvisation and are constructed from pre-determined saxophone fingerings (specifications of what keys to 

open or close on the saxophone), arrows (that are indicating possible paths to take) and sometimes additional 

information like focus points or connecting pitches. The nature of (and reasons for) their construction is 

discussed in detail later in the text.  
 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-1/s-IQv9bNMA4Nj
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1.1. Introduction and orientation  

 

What I am searching and listening for very much affects what I am experiencing, perceiving, 

finding and hearing.  

 
By ever so slightly loosening my embouchure I can steadily slow 

down the interference effect between the notes in this particular 

multiphonic. The distinct rhythm of the two pitches bounces 

around in the apartment and blends into a complex 

polyrhythmical pattern with the muffled beating sound my 

irritated neighbor creates by knocking on my door. Me 

practicing a bit too late inspired her to knock that then affected 

my playing, for a short moment we were accidentally creating 

music together.3 

 

My instrument, the saxophone, is designed to be a monophonic instrument. But imbedded in 

its metal body lies a plethora of concealed worlds, harmonic landscapes whose acoustic 

potentials of simultaneously sounding pitches, whispers of partials, unstable interference 

patterns, elusive difference tones4, soft or harsh tensions and timbres stretches as far as the 

imagination, and patience, of the user. The discovering and investigating of the sonorities 

within these landscapes, whose topography rests on, but is not limited to, a foundation of 

multiphonics, is what I would call the central theme of the work behind this thesis.  

 

Multiphonic is the most commonly used term for playing two or more fundamental pitches 

simultaneously on a monophonic instrument. In the case of the saxophone, where simplified 

put, a vibrating reed creates an air column that resonates within a tube (the instrument), 

multiphonics are created by manipulating the instrument in different ways to form multiple air 

columns that resonates simultaneously. The main way of producing these sounds is to use 

non-standard fingerings that, instead of just lengthening or shortening the tube, breaks up the 

resonating air and creates, in a best-case-scenario, two or more distinguishable pitches. It’s 

worth noting that the instrument was not designed to be played in this way, so these non-

standard fingerings do not behave like the standard ones. They can be deceiving and 

surprising, sometimes non-compliant, sometimes oversensitive to changes in embouchure or 

airflow, sometimes unforgiving and hard to unfold but also beautiful, rich and full of hidden 

sonic possibilities.  

 

Trying to artistically use the inherent qualities of the multiphonics, the consequence of 

listening to what these sounds suggest in themselves (a reoccurring concept throughout this 

thesis), has on a macro level meant finding ways of using them organically. In other words, 

personalize and incorporate them as a natural part of my artistic expression and composing 

with them without trying to fit them into pre-decided idiomatic frames. It has also resulted in 

______________ 

 
3 Something I experienced in my home sometime after dinner in the early spring of 2021. 
4 A difference tone can sometimes be generated by the inner ear as a result of frequency differential between two 

sounding pitches. 
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a listening for possibilities within the sounds, letting multidirectional lines form and develop 

from accidental sonic occurrences like suddenly changing pitches, fluctuating interference 

patterns created from internal tensions and almost un-perceivable difference tones. This 

implies working with the elusive properties of the multiphonics, finding ways of manipulating 

them and exploring these lines through improvisation.  

 

So, this first chapter is all about describing the overall purpose of the work behind this thesis. 

I shortly sketch out the underlying questions, hopefully clarifying why they are of interest and 

I try to explain the nature of, and the reasons for, my methods and work process. In the second 

chapter we move into the multiphonic world of the saxophone with its personalized sounds 

and elusive harmonic possibilities. It presents some historical context, relating artistic works, 

and it also shows how the creation of a personal library of sounds helped me to dive deep into 

these simultaneously sounding pitches, bringing about understandings regarding their nature. 

Those understanding bring us to chapter three where some concepts regarding composition 

and improvisation are explored through compositions for solo-playing, the first artistic work 

connected to this thesis. In chapter four I describe the process and outcome of the second 

artistic work. It features a sonic map, created in an open-ended close duo collaboration, that 

contains the possibilities of discovering, improvising with and getting entangled in sounds 

within sounds. And lastly, in chapter five, I try to summarize, present results and bind 

everything together. 

 

1.2. The What – purpose, questions and knowledge 

 

I would argue that curiosity is the most important cause of creativity, where the questions we 

ask ourselves urge and inspire exploring and the trying-out of new things. What happens if I 

do this? How did that happen? Can I put this together with that? What happens then? How can 

I achieve this? And so on. That’s one of the aspects that draws me to music making. The 

worlds of new territories to explore, and the ways to explore them, are endless.  

 

Questions within questions within questions within questions within questions within questions within… 

 

The stream of questions I asked myself within the frame of this project was always changing 

and flowing over with unexpected twists and turns. Spending time with some of them almost 

always ended up with the creation of several new ones. But that was all good, or at least it 

would have been if I hadn’t needed to consider timeframes and other not-so-fun essentials. 

Nevertheless, the goal has been to have an, as much as possible, open-ended approach to the 

process but in order to be clear, clean and well cut, I will describe the main questions in the 

project like this:  

 

How can I use improvisation and composition to explore the multiphonic possibilities of the 

saxophone?  

 

and 

 

How can I use the multiphonic possibilities of the saxophone to explore improvisation and 

composition? 

 

But again, there are so many questions within the questions here. 
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Centered around this technique of saxophone multiphonics, these questions are investigated 

through two artistic works, solo-playing and duo-playing, both with a focus on hearing sounds 

within sounds and exploring a more vertical musical movement whilst finding a space in 

between predetermined material and improvisation. By utilizing the creative potential of 

accidental occurrences discovered through experimentation, I will give some suggestions of 

how these sounds can be found, used and (essentially) heard. This results both in several 

compositions for solo saxophone, where I pursuit the unfolding of these elusive sonic 

potentials by utilizing material on the edge between stable and unstable. And also, a sonic 

map, constructed in a close open-ended collaboration between me and double bass player 

Vilhelm Bromander, where our mixed techniques and sounds creates a space containing the 

possibility of focusing on, and experimenting with, the small details within and between 

sounds.  

 

A cornerstone to both these projects is the mixing of improvisation with pre-determined 

material. Improvising, to me, means to be able to change direction at any time and react with 

or against to compliment the sounds you hear with what you play (or don’t play) and it places 

the participants musical decisions in a central position with (almost) total collective control of 

the intricate fabrics and overall outcome of the music. It's all then and there. To compose, on 

the other hand, presents an opportunity to really go deep and explore a specific area or idea, 

attacking it from different angles and, in some sense, recreating it in different environments.  

The goal has been to find a space where the composed music feels successful to me, while the 

improvisers (including myself) feel comfortable enough to be able to contribute in a meaningful way. 

(Zanussi, 2017:8) 

In order to find a similar space, my aim of combining these worlds is to produce an interesting 

opportunity to travel through an area with some set parameters but where openness and 

creativity are in focus. And if this interrelationship between the materials and the musicians 

own artistic preferences is successful it can benefit both the improvisation – Taking it to a 

place where it wouldn’t end up without the pre-decided material, and the composition – Well, 

taking it to a place where it wouldn’t end up without the improvisation. So, I squarely place 

my investigation of the multiphonic saxophone in between these two gravitational fields. The 

compositional aspect is used to help me create necessary boundaries and keep the focus aimed 

at these harmonic possibilities while the improvisation always pushes the music forward into 

new findings and unexpected situations.  

 

One important aspect to consider when asking questions is what type of knowledge we are 

expecting to find. What information and findings do we seek to articulate and extract from 

artistic practice, processes and experience? And maybe in extension. Can we then articulate 

their epistemological status? A set of questions not easily answered, and with the intent of not 

steering too far-off course (it would probably be beyond the scope of this thesis), I just hope 

to, by briefly mentioning my view on the subject, bring about some understanding about the 

results imbedded in this thesis.  

 

With the act of researching through art being all about human experience, it doesn’t really 

make sense to look for definitive answers and absolute truths about the chosen subject and the 

world surrounding it. Questions, like the ones above, involving a how? will rather produce 

some kind of suggestions (like this?). These suggestions, drawn from human experience, 

could however raise some concerns about objectivity. At first glance it may seem quite 

problematic to conduct research from the inside of an artistic process while trying to reflect on 

the products and outcomes from that very same process. What state of impartialness is 
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possible to achieve when we stand knee-deep in the mud doing the dirty deed ourselves? 

Well, what I am striving for is sharing the knowledge and insights gained from the process of 

trying-to-find these suggestions, and in order to do that some level of un-objectivity becomes 

very much necessary. In other worlds, to extract knowledge from an artistic process we need 

the raw and unfiltered first person-view of the artist. 

 

When it comes to articulating the nature of this knowledge and insights, the words of Henk 

Borgdorff resonate especially with me. He gives us a not-at-all-bad-straight-to-the-point 

answer stating that artistic research strives to find: 

knowledge embodied in art practices (objects, processes) (Borgdorff, 2006:10)  

This he develops: 

In sum, the knowledge embodied in art [...] as ‘knowing-how’ and as sensory knowledge, is 

cognitive, though nonconceptual; and it is rational, though nondiscursive. (Borgdorff, 2006:12) 

With other words he puts it like this: 

It will conclude, however, by saying that artistic research seeks not so much to make explicit the 

knowledge that art is said to produce, but rather to provide a specific articulation of the pre-reflective, 

non-conceptual content of art. It thereby invites ‘unfinished thinking’. Hence, it is not formal 

knowledge that is the subject matter of artistic research, but thinking in, through and with art.  

(Borgdorff, 2012:143) 

Julian Klein also gives us an answer to this question by stating:  

Whether silent or verbal, declarative or procedural, implicit or explicit - in any case, artistic 

knowledge is sensual and physical, "embodied knowledge". The knowledge that artistic research 

strives for, is a felt knowledge. (Klein 2010) 

These thoughts about sensory, felt and embodied knowledge are logically (and somewhat 

trendy) connected with phenomenology (also with cognitive sciences and philosophy of 

mind). Which also brings us back to the un-objective nature of an artistic process. 

This quest for what one has decided to look for can cloud the researcher’s gaze so that significant 

elements of the human activity that is being researched can be overlooked. The phenomenological 

stance seeks to approach events and activities with an investigative mind deliberately open, 

consciously trying to ‘bracket out’ assumptions and remain attentive to what is present. (Willis, 

2001:1) 

I would say that the finding out does not really concern itself with what really is but rather 

with how we perceive what's there and the mission becomes describing that perception as 

correctly and accurately as possible, remaining attentive to what is present. And through 

articulating the ins and outs of this perception, by motivating the artistic choices based on 

experience gathered through experimentation, something I am trying to achieve in both 

artistic works within this thesis, we will gain insights about our own process that’s hopefully 

useful for other artists and will enhance the understanding of our chosen field. What I want to 

say with this is that the objective with seeking knowledge in art isn’t to solve the mysteries of 

creativeness and creativity, it is to investigate questions through artistic processes with open 

minds in order to talk and write about them. Thinking through art.  

Art thereby invites reflection, yet it eludes any defining thought regarding its content. (Borgdorff 

2012:145) 
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1.3. The Why – reasons and listening 

 

I ett försök att inte bli [sarkastisk] [sk] [sk] [sk] kommer frågan upp för mig ideligen: Vad är vi rädda 

för? Att bli för seriösa, så att det knyter sig och allt blir patetiskt?  

(Sandell 2013:205) 

 

In an attempt not to become [sarkastisk] [sk] [sk] [sk], the question constantly comes to my mind: 

What are we afraid of? Getting too serious, so that it ties itself up and everything becomes pathetic?5 

 

Let's let the seriousness flow. 

 

What happens inside a sound? What happens when we layer sounds on top of other sounds, or 

next to other sounds, not only focusing on the tensions between the sounds but also on the 

tensions within each sound. What happens then in the space between these sounds? 

 

Sounds within sounds within sounds within sounds within sounds within sounds within sounds… 

 

I hope the previous chapter made it quite clear what I consider to be the things of interest but 

let’s get into why they are of interest and why this thesis concerns itself with them. To better 

understand these whys, I will try to establish what I think from, where I place my feet and 

from what angle I conduct this investigation.  

Natural science or philosophy, not to mention artistic research, can not be made from some God-like 

point of view. Therefore, one's own angle on the research object must be recognized and explained, 

and thus brought to the unfolding reality. (Hannula, Suoranta & Vadén, 2005:49) 

My interest in exploring and extending my knowledge about these multiphonic possibilities 

primarily lies in an interest of the sounds themselves, their properties and the tensions created 

between them. I seek them out, letting them unravel themselves to me and I claim control 

over them by placing them in different contexts and environments. And depending on exactly 

that, contexts and environments, the same set of sounds can appear both familiar and strange.  

Orientations are about how we begin; how we proceed from "here," which affects how what is "there" 

appears, how it presents itself. (Ahmed, 2006:8) 

The feel for the sounds very much concerns itself with how they orient themselves in the 

space around them, and what lies within their reach to orient themselves against (other 

sounds, acoustics etc.) very much concerns itself with the overall space the sounds are in. This 

would make limiting the investigating to “only” multiphonics quite problematic, and this is 

why the focus lies on perceiving and placing them in a musical context, using them 

artistically.  

 

Doing this, working attentively with sounds, also connects with and comes from, an interest 

of engaging in spectral and deep listening. Deep listening is, for me, a state of focus, 

something I would describe as both zooming in (listening with attentiveness to details) and 

zooming out (trying to perceive everything at once). Pauline Oliveros, who coined the term, 

describes these two modes as Focal and Global and as she writes “when both modes are 

utilized and balanced there is connection with all that there is” (Oliveros 1999:1). Spectral 

______________ 

 
5 Sandell, 2013:145, my own translation. The word sarkastisk (sarcastic in English) is not translated. The reason 

for this is to not lose the playfulness with the articulated sounds of words Sten Sandell utilizes throughout his 

thesis in order to connect the written text with his artistic work.  
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listening is also very much connected to attentiveness and focus, but for me it more 

emphasizes a listening for the acoustic properties of the sounds. The noticing of how small 

changes in timbre, pitch and dynamics affects the relations within and between sounds.  

 

Throughout this thesis I use both these terms as a compliment to each other. And with trying 

to create music that invites to practice attentive listening in this way, allowing the sounds to 

be heard, we are opening up for a possibility of experiencing musical movement in a more 

vertical way. That, for me, is also about getting inside the sounds and experiment with change 

in the small details by working with sustain and gradual change, but with this term we can 

more describe the overall movement and direction of the music. It becomes vertical (also in 

some way circular) rather than linear or horizontal, and we slowdown in order to perceive.  

 

So, this is why this project not only concerns itself with the saxophone, and this how-it-can-

be-used-in-a-way-it-wasn’t-designed-to-be-used-in quest, but also with the context, with 

composition and improvisation, with how to create or find the right space and context for the 

sounds to be heard in. Which then in extension becomes experimentation with sounds through 

composition and improvisation, and experimentation with composition and improvisation 

through sounds. With my ambition of making these sounds heard, the task became putting 

them in the right context. 

 

We listen to Solo-playing 2. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 2 

 

1.4. The How - methods and artistic research  

 

The next step, after establishing the what and, in some way, the why is the how. This thesis is 

however not the place to present different viewpoints and theories about methods within 

artistic research, but by touching shortly and lightly on the subject, by clarifying my own 

methods and work process, I hope to achieve an extra layer of transparency and insight into 

my artistic practice.  

 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-2/s-Gev2S6xASwM
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I think a good way to approach the subject is to ask what distinguishes artistic research from 

artistic practice. When Arnette Arlander answers this question about her own research in her 

text On methods in artistic research she writes: 

My willingness to place them in relation to earlier research, to use them as an example in conceptual 

discussions, to openly document and reflect on the working process and, last but not least, my desire 

to write about them. (Arlander 2014:36) 

A very satisfying answer that, the way I see it, contains the important points of 

documentation, openness, contextualization, critique and reflection that together form a stable 

foundation for artistic research. In the same text Arlander also writes: 

Different disciplines tend to define themselves through their specific methods. Should not artistic 

research do the same? But is it possible to talk about common methods for artistic areas as diverse as 

music, theatre, literature, visual art, dance, film and architecture? In principle, each art form ought to 

develop its own methods, based on the working methods employed. (Arlander 2014:27-28) 

In the book Artistic Research – Theories, Methods and Practices Mika Hannula, Juha 

Suoranta and Tere Vadén also recognize the problem of squeezing different artistic practices, 

with all their diversity, into one-size-fits-all methods. Whatever method one chooses to apply, 

the importance, for them, lies in a need for democracy of experience.  

The continuum of experience has to be approached in a way that is thoroughly hermeneutical: in 

practice-based research experience looks at experience and thereby produces new experience. 

(Hannula, Suoranta & Vadén, 2005:44) 

With this idea they place experience in the center of artistic research, which also links back to 

the phenomenological connection to the sensory, felt and embodied knowledge discussed 

above, and they claim that “artistic research is a way in which experience reflectively changes 

itself” (Hannula, Suoranta & Vadén, 2005:37). So, for experience to affect experience, there 

needs to be some form of structure in the process that allows for reoccurring tests where the 

questions can be tried out, experimented on/with and reflected upon. Sten Sandell touches on 

this when describing his own artistic process. 

Jag ser min konstnärliga process som en spiralrörelse, där jag hela tiden upprepar någonting – fångar 

upp någonting beprövat, samtidigt som det omformas och förändras vid varje omstöpning av 

materialet. Går vidare och blir någonting nytt. (Sandell 2013:119) 
 

I see my artistic process as a spiral movement, where I all the time repeat something - capture 

something proven, at the same time as it reshapes and changes at each recasting of the material. Goes 

on and becomes something new.6 

As argued above, the “normal” work process can be transformed into artistic research by 

applying the mentioned criteria of documentation, openness, contextualization, critique and 

reflection effectively and by putting it in a framework that allows it to be observed and 

documented. However, I realized that forcing myself to take a reflective outside-in 

perspective sometimes could be quite disruptive for the creative inside-in7 artistic process. 

Especially in the beginning when my work method wasn’t particularly articulated and without 

clear points to take a step back for reflection, I became overly critical about every aspect of 

the work. This was problematic for many reasons, first and foremost it paralyzed the 

progression of the work. And not easily solved because of the need for reflection and 

constructive self-critique to occur systematically (and successfully) in the artistic process, 

otherwise it's easy to fall into the trap of doing first and reflecting later which would take 

______________ 

 
6 Sandell 2013:119, my own translation. 
7 The term inside-in comes from “Artistic Research Methodology, Narrative, Power and the Public” by Mika 

Hannula, Juha Suorata, Tere Vadén. 
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away that essential and interesting transparency into the artistic process. So, the method 

applied needed to give room for experimentation while having clear points of reflection. I 

found myself working in a cycle (much like the spiral movement of Sandell) whose parts 

could, more or less, be illustrated like this: 

 

 
Work-cycle 

 

This cycle has been applied in different ways and worked on different levels throughout both 

artistic projects (its practical use is more clarified in the section the creative use of the 

accidental). Here the point is that working in this way enabled me to experiment with, 

embrace and conceptualize accidental occurrences in improvisation to formulate new tests 

that I then documented and reflected on. In other words, experience gained by 

experimentation is allowed to affect future experience in a hermeneutical spirally way. 

 

This type of method, that could be called an experiment-based method (Nevrin, 

http://musicindisorder.se) also resembles methods found in “action research” and, taking 

different forms, it, as exemplified by the Sten Sandell quote above, is quite common in artistic 

research. Another take on this concept would be the one from Per Zanussi, who in his work 

Natural Patterns, describes his method as a cycle consisting of preparation, execution and 

reflection. For me, the method is the tool we use to investigate the chosen questions and that 

means that they should always fit each other. For this to function correctly, it's crucial that we 

allow ourselves the open-ended flexibility of being able to consistently reflect over the 

applied method, letting it change and develop as the project changes and develops.  

http://musicindisorder.se/
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2. The harmonic world of the saxophone  

 

Two notes, a texture, a slight movement, suspended in space. 

 

Again, a hint of something brighter, suspended once more, 

hanging, floating in the middle of the room. 

 

The texture evolves, more brightness, hints of overtones. 

 

A harsher interference pattern, lurking, dark, contrasting, also 

left hanging but swiftly repeated, notes struggling to be in 

control. 

 

Lone notes exposing the room, the acoustic space, repeating, 

changing in texture. 

 

Harsh interference put into contrast with the textures of the 

lonely note, they fuse into a climax, a bright and hard active 

rhythm.8 

 

This journey, toward the sounds within the sounds, starts with a struggle for control. Control 

over my instrument and the sounds we are producing. Control over my ear and my ability to 

listen deeper, more focused and more effortlessly. Control obtained in order to let go, 

disconnect, gain freedom, embrace chance and welcome unexpectancy. I seek control to 

diminish the gap between myself and my instrument. Maybe the overcoming of that gap has 

been the greatest challenge for me within the project. To take these multiphonic possibilities I 

found and evolve them, convert them from being isolated sounds or, well, “licks”, by learning 

how to manipulate and change them. Constructing new bridges between them until they 

connect with each other and I can use them more as a whole, not separate entities. Thus, 

embodying them and making them a natural part of my artistic expression. 

 

So, before describing the more explorative artistic work I will try to orient myself, and in 

extension hopefully yourself, in this multiphonic world. Filling out blind spots on the map by 

explaining its ins and outs and ups and downs. It starts with a toe-dipping into its history and 

continues with the artistic works that influenced and helped me along the way. It moves on 

with the description of how and why I created my own library of multiphonic-cards and the 

different ways they can be notated and manipulated. Then, it will deal with circular breathing 

and how it changed the way I listen to my own instrument. And lastly, how I composed and 

practiced etudes with a focus on specific multiphonic properties.  

 

2.1. Historical context 

 

In this section the aim is to create some historical context but also, importantly, to justify why 

I believe that information about the artistic aspects and the how-it-can-be-done, regarding 

______________ 

 
8 My description of the first two and a half minutes of John Butchers A Place To Start. From the album “Bell 

Trove Spools”, released on Northern Spy 2012. 
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playing multiphonics on the saxophone, are more important to communicate than “hands on” 

information like creating fingering charts or sonograms.  

 

We will not, however, start at the beginning. That would mean going back to the arghul, an 

Egyptian double-piped single-reed instrument. Or the mijwiz, a traditional middle eastern 

instrument similar to the arghul. Or the Greek/Roman aulos. Or the didgeridoo, not a reed 

instrument but where overblowing is used to create multiphonic sounds by emphasizing 

partials from the fundamental frequency.  

 

In the context of contemporary western music one of the first examples of multiphonics used 

in a jazz setting would be by saxophone player Illinois Jacquet in the late 1940s, but they 

were definitely “put on the map” in the early 1960s by John Coltrane's Harmonique9. A song 

where we can hear him play two notes simultaneously in three different major chords (B, Eb 

and a Bb). Around this time there were also other saxophone players that experimented with 

multiphonics and took them in different directions, where some influential examples from the 

jazz and free improvisation scene around the 60s and 70s would be Roland Kirk, Pharoah 

Sanders, Albert Ayler, Archie Shepp, Peter Brötzmann and Evan Parker. All of whom have 

inspired this project and some of whom we will come back to later in the text. 

 

In classical music the Sonate for alto saxophone and piano by Edison Denisov from 1970 is 

one of the first early works that includes multiphonics for saxophone, but before that some 

contemporary classical composers had already experimented with multiple simultaneous 

sounds on flute and clarinet.  

 

The first important academic work, and arguably still the most influential, written on the 

subject is Bruno Bartolozzis New sounds for woodwind from 1967. A study on multiphonics 

for flute, oboe, bassoon and clarinet where Bartolozzi, writing from his perspective as a 

composer in search for new sounds to use, collaborates closely with performers of the above-

mentioned instruments in order to find them. And in this text, he strongly points out the 

importance of this kind of close collaboration. The work offers little instrument technical 

information, it serves more as an inspirational call for boundary-pushing regarding how 

woodwind instruments are used (in contemporary classical music) and he predicts that a great 

revolution of the utilization of these instruments awaits just around the corner, with the days 

of “only” monophonic playing coming to an end. 

”This possibility of producing a rich vocabulary of multiple sounds mean that up till now only a part 

(and perhaps not the most interesting part) of the real resources of the woodwind have been 

exploited.” (Bartolozzi 1967:2) 

And even if he initiated a quite intense era of investigation into the topic, resulting in 

multiphonics now being a well-integrated part in both contemporary classical and 

improvisation music, it is still considered an “extended technique”. Something out of the 

ordinary and often an effect to compliment the “usual” sounds.  

 

I believe that the reason for this, the biggest problems in teaching and learning multiphonics, 

are those relating to sharing information productively about them, classifying them in a 

universal way to find order in the awkward grips and often microtonal10 chords they produce. 

______________ 

 
9 From the b side of the album “Coltrane Jazz”, recorded in 1959 and released on the Atlantic music label in 

1961. 
10 In this thesis I use the term microtonal for sounds with pitches that doesn’t fit into the Western tuning of 

twelve equal intervals per octave.  
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Many different approaches have been tried, each work with their own unique lists of 

multiphonics sorted by pitch, fingerings, number of notes produced, texture etc. One of the 

most extensive of these would be Les Sons multiples aux saxophone by Daniel Kientzy from 

1981, where he includes 583 multiphonic fingerings divided in separate lists for sopranino, 

soprano, alto, tenor and baritone saxophones (the original book also came with two cassette 

tapes containing recorded examples of every multiphonic by Kientzy himself). This book has 

quite unfortunately been accepted as sort of a “multiphonic bible” and is problematically often 

used as a reference point by many composers and saxophonists11. We will shortly get to why 

this treatment of Kientzys work is troublesome, but first I just want to note that level of detail 

in his descriptions is really inspiring as he includes information about pitches, possible 

separations of notes, possible trills, fingerings, strong and weak notes, possible dynamics and 

fingerings. Something that helped me to better notice and further understand the intricacies 

and subtleties of these sounds. Other notable books that have contributed to the development 

of this field is Hello Mr. Sax! by Jean-Marie Londiex from 1989 with 130 examples of 

multiphonics for soprano, alto and tenor saxophone and The techniques of saxophone playing 

by Marcus Weiss & Giorgio Netti from 2008.  

 

Why then, is this approach problematic? 

 

Well, any attempt to create universal usable fingering charts (or use works like Kientzys in a 

universal way) with the purpose of sharing “hands-on” information fails to some degree for 

the simple reason that the relationship between fingerings and pitch is not transferable 

between brands or models of saxophones, mouthpieces, reeds and (maybe most crucially) 

performers. This means that the usage of the same fingerings can produce completely 

different audible results, a large and time-consuming obstacle to overcome for both 

composers and players interested in a quick path to these harmonic possibilities. So, if one 

wants a functioning fingering chart with the correct possible pitches, dynamics, timbre, 

embouchure and other useful information the only option is to create one, specially tailored to 

one’s own setup12 and physicality. This point is argued extensively in the work The Poetics of 

a Multiphonic Landscape by Torben Snekkestad where he claims that: 

“Unfolding the saxophone’s multiphonics is to be considered as a highly personal activity. As a 

consequence, I’m skeptical to all the catalogs of multiphonics published”. (Snekkestad 2016:30) 

And we will return to Snekkestad in the next chapter, his writing and artistic work with 

multiphonics has been a central influence on this project, but if we go back to Bartolozzi, this 

relates closely to the reason he gives for the necessity of a close relationship between 

composer and performer.  

“It is therefore essential that a composer does not work in the abstract, but in close collaboration with 

a performer, until he is completely familiar with the sound material he wishes to use.” (Bartolozzi 

1967:60) 

This is however not a problem in a case like mine, where the composer is the performer, but it 

is partly the reason why I mostly focus on how I have searched for and used multiphonics and 

not on the multiphonic findings themselves.  

 

______________ 

 
11 Often the multiphonics in compositions are referred to only by the number assigned to them by Kientzy. 
12 I decided in an early state of this project to focus on the sounds I could find using my main saxophone (a conn 

6m ladyface) and mouthpiece (a metal Yanagisawa). Changing something, trying out new setups in order to 

(possibly) find material better suited for playing multiphonics, would have made the step of incorporate them as 

a natural part of my artistic expression that much longer. 
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We listen to Solo-playing 3. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 3 

 

2.2. Influences and sounds 

 

It should be mentioned that this is the place where I concern myself with the sonic influences, 

the ones that have inspired and called out for sound exploration and boundary-pushing. The 

inspirations, sources and thoughts more concerning concepts about composition and 

improvisation are discussed later in the text.  

 

The low constant hummmmmmmmmmming of the ventilation. 

 

My water boilers slow crescendo of flourishing pffffssssssccchhhhhttts and bubbbbling noises 

that climaxes and then swiftly dies out. 

 

Creativity (or research for that matter) does not function very well in a vacuum. In some sense 

an artistic practice is always attached with and relating to other historical and contemporary 

practices and influences come from all directions in the world around us. Sounds from all 

directions. I like to think about my saxophone as already full of them. The sounds are there, 

tightly packed together and impatiently waiting to be found, I am just discovering what’s 

hidden, searching for ways to expose them and bring them out into the open. This finding 

process, the personalization of my own artistic language, has been a large part of this project.  

 

The list of artists and artistic works relating to my project is long and maybe there’s no point 

or, perhaps, space for disclosing it fully. So, I’ll settle for mentioning a few examples of 

similar approaches that has been especially inspiring and helpful for me to study. 

 

Someone who has taken the concept of the personalization of sound further than many is Evan 

Parker. How he treats his saxophones has been a great influence on my own practice and it’s 

outstanding on many different levels. It’s not only that he’s found a plethora of new sonic 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-3/s-IoqU5Ycqmkp
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possibilities in an over 150 years old instrument, but it’s also the way he utilizes them and 

makes them a part of his artistic expression that is truly extraordinary.13 Maybe one could 

even say, quite oxymoronic, that his discoveries about and how he uses “extended techniques” 

has greatly influenced the musical idiom, or language, of saxophone players that concern 

themselves with non-idiomatic improvisation, at the very least it has paved the way and 

opened up ears.  

 

Another saxophonist I want to mention and whose artistic works (and some texts) I have 

studied within the frames of this project is John Butcher. Just like Parker he has succeeded in 

turning the saxophone into something new, something different, and his attitude towards 

improvisation is what allows these sounds to be used naturally, without standing in the way of 

the music. With this I mean his successful organic incorporation of them into his own 

expression14, that he succeeds in working with the sounds, embracing their sonic nature.  

 

Lastly, and still within this context of saxophones and sounds, I want to return to the already 

brought up dissertation The Poetics of a Multiphonic Landscape by Torben Snekkestad. His 

thoughts about the aesthetic properties of multiphonics and his methods of unfolding them is 

knowledge that has helped me greatly in my search for my own personalization and approach. 

I don’t necessarily try to force the sounds to fit into a particular musical concept, idea or style […] 

Instead I try my best to be attentive to what the sounds possibly want to tell me themselves – what 

musical directions they inherently might suggest and seduce me into. (Snekkestad 2016: 38)  

There are many interesting points to be found in his artistic research, some mentioned above, 

and some will come later, but here I want to put emphasis on this notion about being attentive 

towards the inherent qualities of the multiphonic sounds. This is something I think is very 

much present in the bodies of art Snekkestad presents as a part of the results of his research15 

and a property that I, as mentioned, also find central in the music of John Butcher.  

 

What it proposes, and a central insight I gained from studying these artists, is that the 

searching for what the sounds in themselves suggest, listening for what musical properties 

they offer to work with, became a central tool for succeeding with incorporating them into my 

artistic expression. Which, regarding my own sounds, boils down to embracing their elusive 

nature and how their spectral qualities can, with different methods of manipulation, invite for 

new ways to listen, new ways to experience time and musical motion.  

 

2.3. Creating a personal library 

 

My interest in multiphonics and other “extended” ways to use the saxophone did not start with 

this project. As mentioned above, I have utilized these sounds in the past but then more as 

individual effects without really thinking about what possibilities they contained and how 

they could connect with each other. In other words, without really listening to them, which in 

extension means that I couldn’t use them in a way that truly made them heard. I also didn’t 

catalog them extensively, I enjoyed the sense of surprise not always knowing what would 

come out of my instrument. However, when I started to better understand and map out this 

______________ 

 
13 For examples of this I would recommend the album Saxophone Solos, Recorded 1975 and released on PSI 

label. 
14 Something that is especially evident in his solo albums 13 Friendly Numbers and Bell Trove Spools. 
15 The three solo albums Winds of Mouth, Plateau and The Reed Trumpet. 
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sonic landscape, I realized that the sense of surprise and opportunity to embrace some kind of 

uncertainty would always be there, just on a more intricate and profound level. 

 

It was in this process of investigation that I became increasingly frustrated with the existing 

catalogs of multiphonic fingerings and decided that it was time for me to, inspired by the 

methods of Snekkestad, build my own. And through this, quite time consuming and 

sometimes frustrating process, I wasn’t only building a personal catalog, I was in a way 

constructing my own instrument.  

 

 
Picture 1, early state of personal library construction 

 

After testing some different approaches regarding the documentation of the discovered 

sounds, I decided to again take Snekkestads practice to heart and create a library of cards, 

with the biggest reason for this being the practical problem of organization.  

 

The first thing that comes to mind would probably be to organize them by the pitches they 

produce, and then a simple list sorted by range would probably be an effective way to do it. 

But here we need to take into account that multiphonics have varying sonic properties, and to 

only account for one of them, their pitches, would not be sufficient. There’s also the problem 

that some have a very stable audible foundation while others only produce a whisper of a 

“base” pitch with one or more clear pitches above it. Some of them can also produce a 

number of different notes that change depending on applied air speed and differences in the 

embouchure. And what about multiphonics with a clear difference tone? Would it then be 

more logical to organize them according to timbre? Or dynamic range? Or the fingerings used 

to produce them?  

 

The problem with choosing any of these properties for organization is that there’s always 

more variables, and the easy answer presented by the cards was, well, I didn’t need to 

organize them in any specific way. The cards offer the possibility of re-organization, and they 
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also come with an opportunity of acting as a compositional tool, by quickly rearranging and 

sorting the multiphonics into larger compositions. 

 

2.4. Notation, microtonality and manipulation  

 

As shown in picture 1 above, my first focus was to connect the saxophone fingerings with 

their possible pitches, but as mentioned, the sonic properties within these sounds are many 

and they can change substantially with the manipulation of different factors, so the cards 

needed more variables. I decided to include other information, how the pitches change in 

relation to embouchure, some notes about texture, dynamic range, possible (interesting) trills 

or any other details I deemed necessary.  

 

 
Picture 2, multiphonic card example 

 

However, not all cards need to have the same amount or even type of information on them, 

the specific properties on the card need to reflect the natures of the multiphonic in question. 

And with my growing number of cards, right now they are around two hundred (here we need 

to consider that the saxophone has 21 keys, so the possible combinations that could produce 

multiphonics are, well… a lot), I realized that there is also a value in keeping them relatively 

simple. 

 

Regarding the notation of the pitches on the cards, I decided, with some exceptions connected 

to moments of frustration, not to use a tuner when determining them. Mostly with the aim of 

developing my ear but also because I don’t see any usefulness for notating pitches in a more 

precise way than I can perceive (again, the cards are only meant for my own use). However, it 

should be mentioned that most of the multiphonic pitches doesn’t fit into our usual (western) 

twelve-note per octave system of equal temperament, so, in addition to the common musical 

signs, I started using quartertones and simple arrows that I could add to indicate pitches I 

perceive as slightly higher or lower than those quartertones (the arrows are working more or 

less as an approximation for 1/8 notes). 
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Notations 

 

But even with this system it proved quite tricky sometimes to notate the pitch of some 

multiphonics with them being extremely sensitive for change in other factors than which keys 

were closed or open on the saxophone.  

 

When it comes to the possibilities of manipulating these sounds, we first need to consider that 

different multiphonics have different levels of stability. The more stable ones, Snekkestad 

calls them “home multiphonics”, are relatively easy to unfold and doesn’t react too much to 

changes other than superimposed instrumental techniques like trills, articulation, vibrato etc. 

With these it’s often possible to, using quite drastic changes in embouchure or by half 

opening/closing keys, isolate separate pitches within the multiphonic and to speed up or slow 

down the interference effect between them. But the more and more unstable or elusive the 

multiphonic is, the more it is affected by subtle changes in applied airspeed, dynamics, lip 

pressure, neck/head adjustments, tongue position, reed placement etc. And in order to unfold 

some of them, they need all of these factors of manipulation to co-align, working together to 

reveal hidden properties of the multiphonic.  

 

While gaining more and more control over my relationship with my saxophone I realized that 

combinations of changes within these factors, sometimes with superimposed instrumental 

techniques, together with certain multiphonics would result in an unpredictable field of subtle 

changing sounds. And working with these sonic fields in solo improvisation opened up new 

ways for me to embrace their changing and elusive nature while keeping focus on their 

acoustic properties. The deeper I dug into the secrets of my instrument and the more I 

listened, the more I became attentive to what the multiphonics in themselves suggested. 

 

2.5. Circular breathing and listening 

 

Deep and spectral listening requires a listening for details within and between sounds, and in 

order to achieve this, working with sustain and gradual change became crucial to this project. 

Circular breathing opens up possibilities to extend sounds longer than one breath, thus 

allowing experiencing them in a calmer and more explorative manner. This is exactly what it 

sounds like, a technique all about taking breaths (through the nose) whilst keeping a sustained 

outwards airflow (through the mouth) thus being able to work with longer sustained sounds 

on wind instruments. I will not go into more technical details, the point is that developing my 

ability of practicing circular breathing throughout the duration of this project helped open up 

my ears for small occurrences within the sounds and made me more attentive to small changes 

in the relations between sounds, tensions slowly growing or diminishing by minor shifts in 

intonation or dynamics.  

 

This made me listen to my instrument in a new way, which then pushed me towards using it 

in a new way. And this opportunity for evoking deep and spectral listening through sustain 
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became a big part of the foundation for trying to construct a more vertical way of 

experiencing time and musical movement. Especially in the duo collaboration, where we 

searched for the sensation of being inside the sounds. In other words, finding possibilities of 

experiencing, and improvising with, small sonic details like movements in the subtle whispers 

of partials, how gradual change in intonation changes the intricate relations between pitches, 

manipulating an interference pattern to slow down or speed up, creating small gestures in 

dynamics affecting the sonic texture or any other acoustical aspect within a sound. 

 

2.6. Composing and practicing etudes 

 

Before moving on from this chapter-about-gaining-control I want to mention how I worked 

practically to improve my understanding about the inherent qualities of the multiphonics and 

these different factors of manipulation. When I started putting my library of cards together, I 

also started composing etudes with the aim of controlled experimenting, both with the above-

mentioned manipulations and with different types of transitions between multiphonics. Of 

course, there are a lot of different possible focus points, and by mentioning a few of mine, I 

hope to share some understandings about how attentiveness to detail and small change factors 

into playing simultaneously sounding pitches on the saxophone.  

 

One thing I worked on with these etudes was the transitioning between different multiphonics 

that share one or several connecting (exactly or almost the same) pitches. This can be done in 

several ways, with one example being etude example 1 below, where the aim is to play the 

note Bd (quartertone flat B) as clear and stable as possible throughout the changes. This 

(rather hard) exercise is constructed for developing the ability to put emphasis on single 

pitches within multiphonics by adjusting airspeed and dynamics as well as being precise with 

embouchure, neck and tongue placement.  

 

 
Etude example 1 

 

Other etudes were all about how control over embouchure adjustments and reed position 

could produce different pitches within the same multiphonic, like etude example 2 below. By 

transitioning from a loose to a firm embouchure, the first grip will change from the lowest 

pitch, to the bottom two, to all three sounding simultaneously, to the top two and then to only 

the highest pitch. Then, after a more stable multiphonic in between, the third grip contains 
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four pitches that also can sound in different combinations depending on embouchure. The 

point here is to make slow and controlled transitions between these pitch combinations within 

the same grip, and moving back and forth through this, and similar etudes, helped me both to 

improve my technical skills and gain a better understanding of how the properties of these 

multiphonics could be used artistically. 

 

 
Etude example 2 

 

I also focused on, with one example being etude example 3 below, microtonal movements. 

Which not only developed my ear but (importantly) pushed me to find new (in a strive for 

filling in the gaps) multiphonics. The challenge in this etude is also to connect them by 

matching their sound color and dynamics, and to create a flow through these technically quite 

awkward fingering positions.  

 

 
Etude example 3 

 

Other etudes were centered around various experimentation with timbres (trying to create 

flow and coherence between multiphonics with drastically different sound color), dynamics 

(connecting multiphonics with different dynamic ranges), difference tones (trying to 

manipulate the audibility of difference tones) and some on how small intonation differences 
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could create or change inherent interference patterns. But these are, as mentioned, only a few 

examples of focus points. What I want to convey with this is that focusing closely on specific 

properties of the sounds helped me to improve my understanding of their nature, gaining 

control in order to move around more freely within this sonic world. 
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3. Composition and improvisation 

 

In the notes to John Butchers first solo CD Thirteen Friendly Numbers he writes: 

“Despite their special and distinctive properties, improvisation and composition are not neatly 

separated activities. For the “improviser” this becomes clearest with solo-playing, where personal 

concerns are unmodulated by other musicians´ input.” 

With my ambition of making the multiphonic sounds heard, the task became putting them in 

the right context. 

 

We listen to Solo-playing 4. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 4 

 

Let’s imagine solo improvisation as throwing a balloon up in the air. It starts with suggesting 

something and seeing that proposal float upwards, exploring the room, until it starts to drop 

down in need for new fuel, a new input, a push upwards. This (musical) push can consist of 

basically anything and can be of any size. You add something, subtract something, you make 

a minor almost un-hearable change to the structure or you shake everything at its core. You 

see how the new relates to the old, the old that just existed but is slowly becoming more and 

more vague in memory. You get a sense of how the new completely replaces the old and the 

balloon floats happily for a while until the new is no longer new, it starts dropping, and some 

kind of variation is needed.  
 

When improvising with others, however, it’s the sounding collective effort that floats the 

balloon. All participants get an (hopefully) equal chance of affecting its direction and our 

attention gets somewhat divided between our own efforts, what sounds we hear from the 

other/others and trying to perceive the sum off all parts. We are, in other words, collectively 

creating the context where our sounds are being heard, and this, crucially, means giving up 

some control of how they sound. But when the conversation flows, and the balloon floats 

happily, these attentions all blur together and it gets hard to distinguish who plays what and 

whose initiative changes the direction of the music, moving it forward. 

 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-4/s-R579UtfdnGe
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Now let’s remove the balloon analogy and add a compositional entity. This material will then 

further change and disturb our perspectives by placing itself together with the sounding music 

in the middle of the room. There it limits our freedom by creating a sense of right and wrong 

with its pre-decided path that the musicians should obey. Even if this sounds quite horrific, 

and to be honest a bit exaggerated, it also comes with an opportunity. An opportunity of 

focusing the collective, or individual, efforts on a specific area of investigation, shining lights 

on musical events that might be too complex to find by “only” improvising. These events can 

then be creatively explored presupposing that the compositions are done in a way that’s not 

overly predetermined. Otherwise, the name of the game becomes realizing the composer’s 

vision, where the complex events only obtained by exploring and co-creating would be lost.  

 

This is the fine line I will explore in this chapter. It starts with thoughts and concepts relating 

to composition and improvisation and then it goes into the artistic work and more detail about 

how these concepts have been applied practically in the solo-playing part. Always with the 

aim of keeping exploration of the possibilities regarding how to use the multiphonic 

possibilities of the saxophone in focus. 

 

3.1. The creative use of the accidental 

 

The concept of making creative use of accidental occurrences in improvisation has been used 

as a method and developed in different layers within this project. The words themselves 

comes from John Butchers essay Freedom and sound – This time it’s personal where they are 

more portraying a skill or an attitude towards improvisation. 

My own playing often includes material that exists right on the edge of instrumental stability and 

control. If it flips to the unexpected side, the need to make sense of the new direction is a good 

antidote to complacency. (Butcher, 2011) 

This is something that very much connects to the notion of embracing the elusive nature of 

multiphonics, but here it also goes hand-in-hand with how the work process has been 

constructed methodically. As mentioned in the How chapter, a cyclical method, the in this 

case experimentation – clarification/conceptualization – performance/test – reflection 

approach, allows experience gained by experimentation to affect future experience in a 

hermeneutical spirally way. And, if I generalize a bit, practically, this has worked partly by 

isolating occurrences found through improvisation/experimentation and using them to 

construct concepts that are later tested (experimented with) and reflected upon. I will 

reconnect to these occurrences and concepts when going into more detail about the two 

artistic processes but first I want to point out why the importance of maintaining an open and 

experimental nature has been a central factor.  

 

With the placing of this investigation somewhere in between the fields of improvisation and 

composition, aiming for taking advantage of focus points made possible by predetermined 

material combined with the explorative and investigative practice of improvisation. I am very 

much drawing on concepts, experiences and knowledge extracted from other works. And the 

two I want to pay closer attention to here is the already mentioned Natural Patterns by Per 

Zanussi and the artistic research project Music in Disorder by Klas Nevrin.  

I have aimed to construct a new method of making music for myself, blending and 

balancing the two dimensions of predetermined, written material and free improvisation 

(Zanussi 2017: 7). 
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The musical experiments have been designed in relation to the concept of productive disorder, 

consistently challenging us to explore various forms of complexity that can enhance collective 

creativity. (Nevrin, “Overview”, Music in Disorder) 

Both these projects are, a bit simplified, searching for ways of designing (and experimenting 

with) predetermined material and concepts in order to create a productive environment for co-

creation within an ensemble of free improvisers. They both end up with their own set of 

materials, the Li Toolbox of Zanussi16 and the Rhizomatic Scores of Nevrin17, that are 

described as open or usefully vague (from Nevrin, 2021:13-14) enough to allow the 

improvisers freedom of expression whilst (or through) focusing the collective effort on certain 

musical concepts.  

What I have been trying to do with the Li is to make this semi-predetermined material 

simple and open enough to the improvisers, so that they can focus on listening and 

interacting, as well as sculpting the materials to their ideals. (Zanussi, 2017:55) 

 

Put differently, concepts themselves need to be experimental in order to become relevant and useful 

to cocreation. Only then can concepts drive our thinking beyond what we already know or experience 

and allow for new resonances to emerge across domains of thinking-doing-feeling, in genuine 

encounters among people, materials, objects. (Nevrin, 2021:13-14)  

This idea of creating usefully vague or open material, in order to benefit from the 

improvisational aspect, very much connects to, and has been inspirational for, my approach 

towards mixing these two fields in both the solo and the duo part of this project. The material 

is there to focus and put emphasis on spectral listening, allowing the sounds to be heard, and 

they are, hopefully, also constructed in a usefully vague enough way to embrace the 

complexity and accidental events found in improvisation. A good antidote to complacency, as 

Butcher put it.  

 

It should however be mentioned that searching for openness or vagueness can mean many 

different things and be used in a lot of ways. This, for example, becomes apparent when one 

looks at the differences between the compositions of the two artistic works within this project. 

Even if similar approaches and starting points have been taken, the final material (the sonic 

map) in the duo part could seem more pre-determined and “exact” than in the solo part. This, 

however, does not mean that the improvisation only was present in the development of the 

compositions, it means that what we are improvising with, the accidental events we are 

embracing, exists in the smaller details. For the material to allow us to focus on the minor 

differences within and between sounds, to achieve this kind of spectral listening, we realized 

that narrowing down the choices of sounds themselves became a necessity. So, improvisation 

can exist on different levels, and what type of focus point one wants to emphasize and 

experiment with needs to determine how one designs the pre-determined material. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________ 

 
16 Zanussi, 2017: 53-80 
17 Nevrin, https://musicindisorder.se/?page_id=1953 
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3.2. Solo-playing 

 

We listen to Solo-playing 5. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 5 

 

With the solo-playing I wanted to use improvisation to artistically explore the different 

aspects of the multiphonic sounds and further develop my newly found knowledge about how 

to manipulate and connect them. I wanted to feel free within this sonic world, free to change 

or keep the direction the music was taking without being too limited by my own technical 

shortcomings. This freedom is very much connected to the control I have been striving for 

with the creating of my multiphonic library and etudes. What it means, what I wanted to 

achieve, is being able to follow the directions the sounds themselves suggest and embrace the 

unpredictable twists and turns that naturally come with this unstable material. Thus, 

incorporating new possibilities into, and through this developing, my own artistic expression.  

 

In order to do this, the compositions, that in some ways resemble the etudes I was working 

with, were constructed in an open way but still with some limitations regarding which 

multiphonics they revolved around. However, instead of focusing on specific pre-decided 

properties within the sounds, the compositions were allowed to develop in different directions 

through manipulations of embouchure, dynamics or superimposed instrumental techniques. 

The listening for these possible directions, or multidirectional lines, could then affect and 

change the movement of the music at any given moment. An accidental occurrence of a 

specific sonic property, like a sudden (unexpected) change of pitches, the appearance of a 

difference tone or a small change in an interference pattern, could catch my attention and 

become the center of a new musical direction. I would then try to keep this occurrence and 

follow the direction it suggested for the music by exploring, emphasizing or manipulating its 

properties, something that would then result in new sonorities containing multiple possible 

lines to follow.  

 

Working with the inherent unstableness of the multiphonics in this way forced me to always 

listen attentively and be on my toes trying to pick up on these unexpected sonic occurrences, 

either in order to keep and evolve them further or just to let them go, listening for what new 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-5/s-CzwUInGrwee
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possibilities I would find in the music. There are also no clear places to start or finish the 

compositions and, with the arrows connecting the multiphonics serving more as suggested 

paths, no obvious way to play through them. This made the material very much alive and 

every version I played gave me new ideas about how the sounds could be connected and used. 

Their simple structure also allowed me to find new multiphonic sounds hiding in between and 

within the pre-determined ones. These accidental discoveries could then completely throw me 

off course, take the music away from the notated fingerings and force me to somehow 

(organically) find a way back into the composition. 

 

For me, all these factors made the compositions usefully vague in the sense that there was 

something there to experiment with, but it was not overly restrictive in its nature. It created an 

opportunity for creativeness with a predetermined focus, so the combination and balance of 

composition and improvisation then hopefully benefitted the overall outcome of the music. 

 

As you have seen, and hopefully heard, I chose to scatter the recordings of the solo-playing 

throughout the text, letting them serve as guides into my multiphonic world and create 

sounding context for the words. We will now listen to one last one, created somewhat in order 

to show how many different sound possibilities that can be found around the variations of, 

well, more or less, just one basic multiphonic.  

 

We listen to Solo-playing 6. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 
Solo-playing 6 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/solo-playing-6/s-9dgxCUDrmaH
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4. Duo-playing 

 

We listen in order to interpret our world and experience meaning. Our world is a complex matrix of 

vibrating energy, matter and air just as we are made of vibrations. Vibration connects us with all 

beings and connects us to all things interdependently. (Oliveros 1999:5) 

 

The second artistic work of this thesis was created in close collaboration between me and the 

double bass player Vilhelm Bromander. With this duo I saw an opportunity of experimenting 

with and investigating how this, for me, new way of playing the saxophone could be used in 

composition and improvisation that involved another person with another instrument. How 

our personalized techniques could be mixed and matched and what directions these 

combinations of sounds would suggest for the music. 

 

This chapter starts with giving an overview of our collaboration, then we go into more details 

about our sonic map, and last, a few words about the performance and form of the piece. This 

is also where we together are trying to build something and where every second has the 

potential of stretching out, feeling everlasting. This is where we get entangled in the sounds 

within sounds and where we seek a suggestion, the “like this?”, regarding the research 

questions, presented both through this text and a recording of the final composition. 

 

4.1. Open-ended collaboration 

 

With the ambition of finding concepts and material that would allow the multiphonics to be 

used organically, without forcing them into pre-decided idiomatic frames, I wanted to 

approach the process in an open-ended and experimental way. This was done by letting 

compositions and concepts slowly take shape from experimentation during regular meetings 

over an eight-month period. And the importance of this, co-creating the music together 

through taking the time to get to know each other’s sounds, was essential in order to avoid 

working in the abstract. In other words, with our mutual influence over the compositions we 

could both affect the mixing and matching of our personal sounds and techniques. Something 

that led to a combination of material that would have been quite impossible to find in any 

other way.  

 

The personal artistic expression of Vilhelm Bromander, together with his insights and 

knowledge about sound and texture (from his experiences with similar projects and his 

interest in just-intonation18), was strongly affecting the music we created together. The co-

composing (aiming towards having a mutual influence over the compositions) could 

sometimes be quite time-consuming and tricky. We didn’t always agree right away on what 

choices, artistical and compositional, that benefited the music and in what direction we 

wanted to go. But the discussions that arose from this, the need for us to articulate what we 

liked with different sound combinations and concepts (and why we liked it), proved to be 

great tools (at least for me) to deeper understand what the music had to offer, what was there 

to hear, and how we could use it in different ways.  

 

______________ 

 
18 Just-intonation is (simplified) the tuning of intervals as they appear naturally in the harmonic series.  
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Throughout our collaboration we increasingly became more and more attentive to the 

blending and nature of our different sounds, listening to how they affected each other and 

what possible directions they suggested. This deepened attentiveness reinforced the urge of 

working with them whilst trying to avoid putting them in a context where their specific 

properties would have been lost. The more we played the more we heard, and the importance 

of listening became a bigger and bigger part of the project. As a result, from us talking about 

and experiencing this attentive listening and vertical perception of musical motion, we strived 

towards creating music that would allow both us and the listeners to really hear our sounds.  

 

So, inspired by these thoughts, we started emphasizing experimenting with small details over 

longer durations of time. Through testing and listening back to recordings of rehearsals we 

realized that slow change and simple pre-decided structures gave us a better opportunity of 

hearing the intricacies within and between the sounds, allowing us to experience how tensions 

between pitches, elusive difference tones and interference patterns were created and changing 

between us. And this hearing, or maybe focus, could easily be lost if aspects of the music, for 

example the pitches or the dynamics, changed too rapidly. We also found that using different 

combinations of microtonal chords gave us an opportunity to experiment with balance, timbre 

and the blending of our instruments in a way that opened up for a more abstract sound-

oriented listening by avoiding conventional harmony and progressions. We were working 

with silence and repetition in a conscious way, listening to how pauses of different length and 

slow changing dynamics affected the relationships between changing or reoccurring sounds, 

which also proved to be an important factor of how we perceived and created an environment 

for these sounds to be heard in. As I wrote in the beginning of this thesis, the feel for the 

sounds very much concerns itself with how they orient themselves in the space around them, 

and what lies within their reach to orient themselves against very much concerns itself with 

the overall space the sounds are in. 

 

The cyclic experiment-based method that was (somewhat) present throughout our 

collaboration helped us pinpoint and zoom in on especially interesting occurrences, develop 

them and place them side by side in order to experience how they affected each other. 

Sometimes I would prepare material or ideas for us to try out, but most often we discovered 

them together through improvisation. These discoveries then slowly took the form of 

compositions consisting of two or more combined sounds or concepts that we felt connected 

to each other. These compositions were then also experimented with, recorded and reflected 

upon, sometimes by only me and sometimes we listened together, discussing the music and 

taking notes about aspects we wanted to emphasize, change or new ideas we wanted to try.  

 

Being in this process for a few months resulted in a plethora of material, a luxury allowing us 

to pick and choose what we would later present as the result from this collaboration. By 

putting four compositions together, and after some testing and recording leading to reductions 

and refinement, we ended up with a sonic map containing fixed combinations of sounds that 

all offered different possibilities of variations within themselves. The reason for these 

reductions and refinements, which meant limiting the material into mostly pre-decided sounds 

and concepts, was done in order to really be able to focus on, improvising with and 

experiencing the small details within our combined sounds.  

 

4.2. The sonic map 
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Alltså, en del av styrkan med att vi gör det här på vanliga instrument är ju att man hör att det... 

Alltså… Till skillnad från om man skulle göra det på en synth… (Bromander, during recording at 

KMH the 9/4/21) 

 

Consequently, part of the strength of us doing this on ordinary instruments is that you hear that it… 

Therefore… Unlike if one were to do it on a synth… 19 

 

Here we dive into the details of the primary outcome produced by our collaboration. I will try 

to briefly describe how I experience and think about these mixed sounds and hopefully that 

will result in some understandings about our artistic choices and what I (or rather we) wanted 

to express with this music.  

  

For context to the following text, we listen to the full recording of a live performance of Duo-

playing. Found here and also available in DiVA. 

 

 

 
Sonic map, final version 

 

The four different compositions we put together into this map are divided by color. It starts 

with the orange section, continues with the light blue, followed by the yellow and, lastly, the 

dark blue. Initially our intention wasn’t to create one long composition, but through collecting 

our ideas in this way, and playing them as a consecutive piece, we hoped to keep both us and 

the listener engaged and focused without breaking the concentration with longer pauses 

between parts. 

 

______________ 

 
19 Vilhelm Bromander, during recording at KMH the 9/4/21, my own translation 

https://soundcloud.com/user-989301471/duo-playing/s-DdcyfvvN49p
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With the notations in the map being somewhat unconventional and maybe a bit inconsistent 

(for us they served more as reminders of our different concepts and ideas), I will first explain 

how to navigate them. The saxophone part, that is written directly above the part for the 

double bass, alternates between basic multiphonic fingerings, conventional notation (with 

microtonality) or names of pitches. The part for the double bass consists of square notes 

(indicating a harmonic or a multiphonic20), numbers over roman numerals (indicating the 

position of a harmonic on a specific string, used in pairs), whole number ratios (indicating a 

specific interval) or names of pitches. For the most part we used these pre-decided notated 

sounds to find and improvise with variations in the small details, but a few gestural 

instructions like crescendos and specific focus points (for example the “börja ljust”, meaning 

start bright, in the orange section) are included in the score. All the collective pauses we take 

in the music are also pre-decided compositional decisions. Within each colored area the 

sounds are read from left to right and we move between them collectively. 

 

So, we begin with the orange part. In order to almost force both us and the listener into a 

focused attentive-listening mindset, we are starting “da niente” (from nothing) letting noise-

oriented whispers slowly grow into the first chord. This chord is constructed from a 

saxophone multiphonic with a particularly hard-to-play top-note combined with an also quite 

hard-to-play multiphonic on the double bass. And in order to work with this particularly 

sound, we embrace its evasive nature, letting tensions come and go as we give the two sounds 

room to be heard fluctuating against each other. We pause for a while, letting the silence stand 

in contrast to what we heard. After a few seconds we play brighter, kinder and more open 

sounds. The saxophone is repetitively changing between two multiphonics containing close 

pitches in the upper register whilst the double bass takes on a more soloistic role, choosing 

between both pre-decided and improvised sounds. Here we also utilize space in between the 

sounds as we listen to how the differences from the bass blends with the more static 

saxophone. We take another pause, and then we move down the register, listening to, and 

improvising with, intonations around the notes D, Eb and E. This, also quite dense and wavy, 

soundscape is dark but playful, where the different intonations create swiftly moving tensions 

within and between each other. Another pause let us catch our breaths before we play the first 

chord again, but this time approached from the top notes. We listen to, and emphasize, how 

they chafe against each other for a brief moment before letting the other notes appear under 

them. After all these pitches, we then dive into a quiet and calm noise-oriented improvisation, 

an intermezzo of bright and dark whispers that refocuses the mind before the first elusive 

chord returns as an ending to the first section.  

 

We transition between the orange and the light blue part with a short silence, then we play a 

sustained resting sound where we focus on the blending of our four notes, listening to how 

minor shifts in intonation and dynamics changes the overall sound. This sound hints towards a 

new sonic environment, calmer and more consonant compared to the orange part. We take a 

short pause, then, keeping the same multiphonic sound as before in the saxophone, the double 

bass starts shifting between two microtonal variations of a set of notes. These variations are 

very slowly alternated, and we can listen to how their respective timbres sound against the 

______________ 

 
20 “In string instruments, multiphonics is mainly a filtering technique, where the potential energy of certain 

partials of an (in most cases) open-string fundamental is restrained by a left-hand finger pad lightly touching the 

string. This favours the conditions for some of the remaining partials, separately or in narrow clusters.” 

(http://www.haakonthelin.com/multiphonics/multiphonics-on-the-double-bass/introduction-to-multiphonics-on-

the-double-bass) 
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relatively stable saxophone. With another short pause in between, the variations then return, 

equally slow and revealing of their different sonic feels. This is followed by a longer silence, 

and then we play the main chord of the second part. The construction of this chord is rather 

simple, the same two notes in the same register from both instruments, but its sonic potentials 

are mesmerizing. Small intonation differences, both between the two instruments and within 

each sound, creates changing tensions and interference patterns that fill up the acoustic space 

in a way that draws our attention deep into the sound. We rest here for a while, and then, after 

another short pause, the double bass keeps the same two notes as before while the saxophone 

repeats three new multiphonic sounds on top of them. These three clustered sounds all blend 

with the sustained bass notes and changes the overall perspective of the music. They form 

different chords, played relatively short but repeated four times. With this repetition we strive 

towards creating a sense of familiarity, allowing us to hear new things within each sound 

every time it returns. Then, after a new pause, we return to the main chord of the second part, 

allowing us to again experience its subtle changing nature until we slowly allow it to fade 

away. 

 

Now we move on to the third, yellow, part which starts, after a short silence, with three new 

(however with connecting pitches to the second part) microtonal and more abstract chords. 

We play them three times. Here the repetition also creates a sense of familiarity, but the 

sounds are more slippery. Once again, we step into a new sonic environment, this time more 

elusive and undefinable, and the relations between the instruments creates fragile intricate 

tensions. They resolve into a more stable and sustained chord, consisting of two sets of the 

same notes in both instruments, A and Bb, but with slight intonation differences. We stay in 

this chord and listen to how the microtonal variations are locking into each other, creating a 

plethora of interference patterns that refuses to let the ear rest. Then we continue with a 

unison A, a soft naked contrast against the previous harshness. After a short silence, a fragile 

sustained A returns in the saxophone and the double bass starts switching between D and E 

under it. This repetition of fourths and fifths allows the ear to rest for a while but is then 

broken up by an Ed (quartertone flat E) in the double bass, creating an interval whose 

intonation reminds us of the eleventh partial in the harmonic series. After a pause, the Ed 

returns in the bass, but the saxophone is now playing Ad, and with new bass repetitions 

between Ed and Dd we get the same fourth and fifth movement but now a quartertone lower. 

These consonant intervals are then again broken up by the double bass that switches to a D, 

again hinting at the intonation of the eleventh partial. This just-intonation quartertone-

transposed section is repeated another time, with the only change being the multiphonic sound 

of a soft low-pitched Bb added by the saxophone to its last Ad. After a short silence, we 

return to the first three chords of this part one last time, but without repeating them. Then, as 

an ending to this third part, we play another pitch-less noise-oriented improvisation, a calm 

contrast to the previous microtonal happenings. 

 

The last part, the dark blue one, begins with a repetitive cycle of a four-note chord and 

variations of a lonely unison note. The chord, that at the beginning first slowly appears from 

the silent improvisation ending the third part, is rather stable but full of intricate tensions. 

Here we again focus on, and listen to, how small changes in dynamics and intonation moves 

these tensions around inside the sound. The lonely unison note that start the second part of 

this cycle is a bright and fragile D+ (a quartertone sharp D). Here we improvise with how 

shifts in intonation changes the interference patterns between our instruments and sometimes 

we also add notes under it, filling the space with bigger and harsher sounds before returning to 

the unison D+. The contrasts of these two concepts (the first chord and the D+), together with 

the repetitions between them, allows us to listen for small details within and between the 
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sounds while also making quite drastic changes to sound color and dynamics. Something that 

shifts our listening between zooming in and zooming out. Then, after playing the chord a third 

time we pause for a while and proceed into the last section of the composition. It’s 

constructed from a microtonal line where we play unison top notes, but with separate 

underlying harmonies. This line is looped and slowly growing in dynamic and intensity. The 

movement and tempo are kept static as notes are added or changed and the sound develops 

more and more desperately before regressing into whispers of sounds, “a niente” (to nothing), 

reminding us how the whole composition started.  

 

4.3. Performance and form 

 

I found that the most important aspect of preforming this music was maintaining the right 

focus and calmness, giving the details within the sounds enough time and space to be heard. 

So, for the composition to work, it being constructed as a tool for us to experience and 

improvise with these small changes, we needed to keep a deep-listening-mindset throughout 

the performance. While being in this focus, it can be easy to lose orientation towards how 

much time we spend on each sound. To solve this, in order to keep it within a concert-friendly 

and reasonable timeframe, we used a clock during both the final rehearsals and the concert. 

Not however with pre-decided timestamps for the different parts, but rather to have some kind 

of perception of how much time had passed.  

 

This, not pre-deciding the length of each sound, created a crucial fluidity to the overall form 

of the piece. Our (relative) freedom to stay within them for as long as we wanted, with 

exception of the three repetitive chords in the beginning of the yellow section, allowed us to 

take our time and really listen to each sound. Further I believe that this fluidity helped in 

creating an awareness of how the different sounds related to each other (on a more global 

level) and made us use the silence in between them more attentively (on a more focal level). 

This is something I very much find present in the music when listening back to the recording, 

it’s also something quite elusive and hard to articulate, but some examples could be: The 

overlapping coming and going of the two sounds forming the first chord in the orange part 

really helps in bringing out the small tensions within and between the instruments (0:00-3:50). 

Our generous use of space and timing in the following concept (the top right of the orange 

section) affects and changes our perception of each individual sound as they are heard either 

alone or in different combinations (3:55-6:30). Vilhelms patient and slow alternating between 

the two sounds in the top right of the light blue part that allows us to dive deep and experience 

their subtle differences in intonation (15:35-19:15). My (relatively) steady repetition of the 

three multiphonics in the second to last row of the same part creates an anticipating of what is 

to come that invites for hearing new things within the different sounds as they become 

increasingly familiar to the ear (20:23-24:00). However, the point here is that our constructing 

of the sonic map in this way, pre-decided sounds and concepts of undecided length, also 

allowed us to improvise with and experience how silence, prosody and timing affected the 

music.  

 

Lastly, I want to mention that the decision of presenting the four parts of the composition 

without longer pauses made it quite physically demanding for me, and I sometimes struggled 

with keeping control over my embouchure while circular breathing. However, both during the 

concert and a full day of recording we felt that the music we created reflected our intentions 

and that the performances were successful representations of what we had been working with.  
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5. Reflections 

Art thereby invites reflection, yet it eludes any defining thought regarding its content. (Borgdorff 

2012:145) 

As much as I would like to answer the question “how did it end?” I struggle to see this 

process as linear, with a clear start and a spectacular finish. But when looking back at the 

project in its current form, I feel quite pleased with its overall outcome. I would say that I 

found not only answers or, well, suggestions to the research questions but also new embodied 

knowledge that has deepened my own artistic expression, giving me more colors and a bigger 

canvas to use them on. This knowledge is partly skill-oriented, coming from the technical 

advancements I have made on my instrument and the concepts explored in the solo and duo 

compositions. It also connects to a more elusive and abstract understanding of the 

interconnectedness between sounds, musical motion and the listening for opportunities within 

the music itself, developed by the methodic experimentation and the attempt of articulating its 

ins and outs.  

 

There’s also something to be said about how the artistic outcome was affected by being 

produced within this quasi-artistic-research format. Asking explicit questions, having a clear 

work method and articulating central concepts and thoughts are all factors that helped me 

obtain a deeper understanding about my own artistry. By forcing myself to be transparent and 

develop my own thoughts enough for them to make sense to others, to be used in discussions 

and presented in writing, created an opportunity for me to better understand and tap into my 

own creativeness. With this said, for me the point of articulating a creative process is not 

really about affecting the outcome (making “better” or even different art), just to hopefully 

gain, create and share understandings and insights from within it. 

 

5.1. Results  

 

The results from this process are very much imbedded within the text and the music created. 

By sharing my process, being open about why and how the artistic choices were made, I aim 

to contribute with understanding both about small technical details regarding the multiphonic 

saxophone and about more overall concepts about how one can go about exploring this sonic 

world.  

 

The bodies of art, the sounding artistic products of this project, drifted quite far stylistically 

from what I had done previously, maybe especially the duo-composition. However, I don’t 

see this as a bad thing, rather the opposite. The point of thinking through art was to allow it to 

be open-ended regarding its outcome, and the goal was to find a way to use the multiphonic 

sounds organically in order to make them heard. Which, as mentioned, meant not squeezing 

them into pre-decided idiomatic frames. This, for me, is an aspect present in both of the 

artistic projects, the way these sounds are used and explored feels successful and the music 

created feels both interesting and, in some sense, original. Playing the saxophone 

harmonically was explored through improvisation and composition, and improvisation and 

composition were explored through playing the saxophone harmonically. 

 

The solo compositions, that grew from my quite extensive work of mapping out and 

understanding this harmonic landscape, successfully show how the multiphonics inherent 

elusive qualities can be used to find and develop accidental sonic occurrences. They are 
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usefully vague enough to embrace experimentation while keeping the general focus on a 

specific area, thus, finding a space in between composition and improvisation that benefits the 

overall outcome of the music. I often find solo-playing in itself quite tricky and somewhat 

uncomfortable exposing as a form of expression, it’s easy to lose focus and give in to 

disruptive self-critical thoughts without the creative responses found in duo or ensemble-

playing. But when aided by these compositions, with their open structure and well-defined 

multiphonic cornerstones, the focus was easily kept on exploring and following the directions 

within the sounds. The result of this being that I could create music that incorporates these 

multiphonics organically into my own artistic expression, allowing them to be heard.  

 

In the duo collaboration, in the plethora of material and concepts we found through 

experimenting with the mixing and matching of our different sounds, the multiphonics were 

also organically incorporated, and successfully explored, through the music. The mapping-out 

of our sonic possibilities, combined with the focus on spectral listening, allowed us to 

perceive and improvise with the small details within the sounds. This also connects to the 

balance we found between the pre-decided material and improvisation, that (especially in 

comparison to the solo compositions) could seem to be tilting towards the former. However, 

even if the foundations of the sounds in the sonic map are quite specifically matched together, 

this is actually what allowed us to extensively use improvisation without losing the spectral 

listening focus. So, through this attentiveness towards the sounds within sounds we then 

created music inviting for experiencing musical motion in a more vertical way, zooming in 

and zooming out, getting entangled in tensions, timbre, interference patterns, differential tones 

etc. 

 

5.2. Conclusions 

 

My hope is that reading about how I have worked with these sounds on my own, the 

personalization and incorporation of a new technique into my artistic language through 

building a library of sounds, composing etudes focused on specific details and the 

construction of usefully vague solo compositions, can inspire similar endeavors (maybe even 

for other-than-saxophone instrumentalists). I find that the key for doing this successfully lies 

in working without preconceptions about the outcome of the artistic process. In other words, 

not allowing the quest for what one sets out to look for to get in the way of allowing 

experience to affect future experience. Being un-objective in nature but attentive to the 

present.  

 

This is also very much true regarding the duo-playing and our work method. I hope that our 

process of co-creating compositions through experimentation in order to avoid working in the 

abstract, taking the time of getting to know, and find concepts through working with the 

mixing and matching of, our personal sounds and techniques, will end up being useful to 

others. With being attentive towards what the sounds suggest, to how they relate to the other 

sounds and silence around them, I have realized that listening for the sounds within the 

sounds opens up for experiencing a new world of sonic occurrences. And working creatively 

with the unpracticality of these occurrences, that is to say, embracing the elusive nature of 

both my own sounds and the happenings created by placing these sounds together with 

someone else’s, creates an opportunity for zooming in and zooming out, improvising and 

making creative use of the accidental.  
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5.3. Looking Ahead  

 

I suspect that I have only taken the first few steps of this, for me, new path I started to map 

out with my instrument, and crucially, only revealed a fraction of its hidden potentials. The 

questions asked in this thesis, and the process gone through in order to find suggestions to 

them, has rather resulted in a plethora of new questions and ideas that I very much look 

forward to exploring.  

 

I will especially continue to find ways of composing music that allow for, and benefit, 

improvisation with spectral qualities of sound, both in solo and duo-playing, but (importantly) 

also involving a larger ensemble. My hope is that this method of exploring combined sounds 

through documented experimentation could have a lot of potential in a large group of 

musicians, especially within the format of artistic research, emphasizing natural points of 

reflection and discussion. The act of slowing down and digging deep in order to find, perceive 

and evolve combined acoustical potentials of instruments is currently very appealing to me. I 

believe that further exploration of this field, working with attentive listening to how sounds 

affect each other, how they are influenced by the space they are in, the silence between them 

and their placement in relation to other sounds, performed by artists and with a foundation in 

theoretical concepts, would result in both intriguing art as well as new knowledge about 

perception, sound and musical movement.  
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